
Query KENET Response
1 We kindly request for a 3 weeks Bid extension due to the 

ongoing health issue and request to submit our offer on 20th 
April 2020

Bid submission deadline has been extended for all bidders to 
30th April 2020. Please see addedum on KENET website

2 In UON Chiromo At Kitchen K1, Kindly confirm cable entry 
point if on first floor or ground floor, if the entry is first floor, 
kindly clarify if need of UTP to link ground floor

1. Cable entry is on ground
2. Indoor Access Points at both floors shall be connected via 
UTP from the custodians office

3 Kindly clarify the ODF specification (either 19 inch or wall 
mounted)

ODF is 19-Inch

4 In KU campus - Kindly confirm if hostels Aberdare 1-4, 
Mfumbiro's and Ruwenzori 1-5, will have ODFs at each hostel 
or will the ODFs be on Custodian office only

Bidder to provide best location for termination of fiber as per 
the bidder's design. ODFs shall be installed at the fiber 
termination locations

5 Will the ODFs be 24 core in all the buildings? if not kindly give 
specifications also for 12 core ODFs

All ODFs shall be 24-Core

6  In UON Chiromo Campus -Kindly give specifications of 
termination switch at House number 3 and 6

KENET shall supply the termination switches

7 Can we use micro-tunnelling for road crossings Micro-tunnelling is acceptable.

8

Shall a Bid Bond suffice in place of Performance 
Bond, since this is still a bid and no contract has been signed?

For the project KENET shall require a perfomance bond.

The perfomance bond shall be provided after award to 
successful bidder.

9 Does the RFP require a bid security/Bid Bond? You have 
indicated on the Preliminary requirements a Performance 
Bond: 10% valid for 120 days; kindly clarify if this is to be 
given after letter of award to the contractor

For the project KENET shall require a perfomance bond.

The perfomance bond shall be provided after award to 
successful bidder.

10

Under Table 3 (page 7), six access points (4 APs for Graduation 
Square, *1 AP at the swimming Pool, *1 AP at the CCU)  have been 
included under Hall 1 and also under Graduation 
Square and Swimming Pool. Isn't this a repetition?

Yes this is a repetition. Please ignore the Aps indicated at Hall 1 
for the graduation square and swimming pool

11

Under Table 7 (page 14), total number of access points is 67 
while 73 are expected. Six (6) access points cannot be 
accounted for. Kindly clarify the mounting locations for these

The six(6) access points missing are all indoor to be included at 
INTROMID

12 We recommend Ruckus Wireless enterprise grade access points 
to exceed Ubiquiti in cost to performance ratio i.e. our design 
will result in fewer access points and overall less cost. Can we 
quote alternative solution?

KENET shall require Unifi Access points as specified in the 
tender document

13

To offer above design based on Ruckus solution, please advise 
on the design (coverage, concurrent users and floor plans). 
Alternatively, please advise if we can do a design survey based 
on proposed alternative solution for Lot 1 and 2.

KENET shall require Unifi Access points as specified in the 
tender document

14 Please confirm which SFP is required: There is a mixup in the 
document between part number and description.

15 UF-SM-10G-S: BiDi, 10 Gbps SFP+, 10Km, Red 1270 nm, 
Red 1330 nm, Blue 1330 nm, Blue 1270 nm

16 UF-SM-10G: 1310 nm , 10 Gbps SFP,  10 km, NOT BiDi

The SFP modules to be supplied shall be:
1. UF-SM-10G
2. UF-SM-1G

Request for Clarifications


